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ABSTRACT
The use of credit rating agency (‘CRA’) ratings in a credit institution’s lending practices has been directly
criticised since the financial crisis, as these ratings and observed risks have diverged. Some regulators do
not allow the use of external ratings as direct inputs to a credit institution’s internal PD/ratings model
and hence the capital planning process as regulators prefer the use of internal assessments generally.
However, regulators allow for the use of CRA’s long run average default rates (‘DR’s) to benchmark an
institution’s internal PD model output. A recent study conducted by us shows however that
indiscriminate use of such benchmarks can introduce important biases in credit lending. Even with these
criticisms and new regulatory constraints, one can still make use of the rich CRA data available to create
regulatory compliant PD models. In this paper, we propose a class of ‘Agency Replication’ style models
which make use of obligor information and CRA long term DR information. Such models are extremely
useful in cases where a credit institution has limited default samples where a purely internal default
based model could be potentially erroneous, and where in contrast, agencies have plenty of data
supporting development of robust models. In this paper we show how one can use this class of models
for modelling portfolios such as Large Corporates, Banks, Insurance, etc. We discuss our experience
developing approved, AIRB models augmented by external default data and hence colloquially call them
Advanced External Ratings Based (‘AERB’) models. We show various simplifications of the formulation
and show how they can be used in PIT-TTC based credit rating systems.
Keywords: Agency PIT model, Agency Replication model, Point-in-Time (PIT), Through-the-cycle (TTC),
Low Default Portfolio (LDP)

1

‘AERB’ is an acronym we started utilizing informally while developing PD models for Regulatory approval under
Basel II Waivers. In contrast to AIRB, ‘AERB’ stands for ‘Advanced External Ratings Based’ models where
Regulators in our recent experience require broader, external, long-run default calibrations to complement
internal default data, when internal default data is limited.
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1 OVERVIEW
Historically, credit rating agencies (CRA) have provided credit assessments of institutions in a manner
which was conducive for development of credit markets. Over time the big three CRAs: S&P, Moody’s
and Fitch were recognized as ‘Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations’ (NRSROs) (see
Code of Federal Regulations, 2015). Although some other firms were later recognized as NRSROs, this
certainly provided a barrier to entry to the big three and laid the foundation of systemic importance of
ratings in credit decision making. Over years, CRA ratings were embedded in a credit institution’s lending
practices which later received regulatory approval under Basel I and II.
However, the onset of the financial crisis changed this trend. The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report (FCIC,
2011) investigated the rating process of CDOs and criticised the role of CRAs in the financial economic
crisis. Over the past few years, CRAs have had billion dollar settlements and have faced additional
scrutiny from government agencies like Office of Credit Ratings at SEC in the USA and European
Securities and Markets Authority in the EU.
Recently, regulatory authorities were tasked to decouple a credit institution’s lending practices from
CRA ratings. Almost all regulatory authorities now call for internal assessment of obligors by the credit
institution and ask for collection of credit-relevant information, e.g. financial statement information
rather than relying on CRA rating. For instance in the UK, the PRA Supervisory Statement SS 11/13 (PRA,
2013) Section 12.31 says that a model with agency rating as the key driver without any additional
information does not meet the criteria of a valid IRB model.
Thinking in terms of PD models, this clearly means that CRA ratings as an explanatory factor in a
Probability of Default (PD) model is not the best way forward in terms of regulatory approval. Note that
the CRA rating is an amalgamation of financial statement data and CRA’s judgemental considerations
(S&P 2002, Moody’s 2008), an introduction of such financial statement data and credit institution’s own
judgemental factors in an internal model would supersede the need for CRA rating. i.e. a model based
on internally collected data would outperform a single CRA rating. Over the past decade, the use of
automated financial data feeds from data vendors like S&P CapitalIQ, BvD, etc. have made such data
collection easier further reducing the cost of internal assessment based on such data. In a typical AIRB
(Advanced Internal Rating based) approved bank, one would typically find automated data feeds for
financial data with credit officers only completing the judgemental factors. Development of such an
internal PD model with controlled cost and regulatory preference would mean that there is no need for
CRA rating to be an explanatory variable in the internal PD model.
Let us have a look at the other use of benchmarking in PD model development. AIRB PD models typically
calibrated to internal data with substantially different assumptions in terms of definition of default and
modelling techniques can result in variations in modelled PDs for the same entity rated by different
credit institutions. Such a variation has led regulatory authorities to benchmark every credit institution’s
internal PD model output with each other and with CRA long term default rates. For instance in the UK,
the Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA), performs a Hypothetical Portfolio Exercise (‘HPE’), where it
compares each credit institution’s PDs with medians from all reporting institutions and with S&P’s
default rates (DRs)2. Such a benchmarking exercise has its flaws but we would like to point to two big
shortcomings:
• the benchmark CRA DRs could be biased in terms of industry, time or by rating, and,
2

In this document we refer to experienced default rates as DRs. These are annual default rates for S&P or Moody’s based on
st
cohorts as of 1 Jan. The ideal objective of any PD model should be to predict temporal and cross sectional variation in DRs as
closely as possible
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• the internal model’s PDs could be PIT or TTC or hybrid (mostly TTC in our experience) and a
comparison at one instance in time would be invalid.3
We have described these shortcomings in our related work on Biased Benchmarks (Forest et al, 2015).
But overall, the case for use of CRA ratings for benchmarking is good because of the availability of a rich
history of long term default rates covering multiple recessions and a relation to any firm’s credit decision
making.
With the general invalidity of CRA ratings as direct explanatory variables and the valid use of agency DRs
as benchmarks in mind, one can then ask the question of how and when CRA ratings can be used to
develop valid AIRB PD models.
In this paper, we introduce a class of models called ‘Agency Replication’ models. Here, an entity’s
internal financial assessment and judgmental factors are regressed to corresponding CRA rating’s PIT or
TTC PDs (but not DRs). We show how we can use this class of models for modelling portfolios such as
Large Corporates, Banks, Insurance, etc. For certain portfolios where there is insufficient data, i.e. for
Low Default Portfolios (LDP), this is clearly the preferred approach because the use of strictly internal
default experience can give erroneous results. We discuss our experience of Advanced Internal Ratings
Based (AIRB) approval of these models and hence colloquially call this Advanced External Ratings Based
(‘AERB’) models. We also build these models within our PIT-TTC framework allowing for dual use of PIT
and TTC PDs.4 This dual usage allows direct and consistent support for both regulatory capital objectives
requiring TTC model calibrations and stress testing and IFRS9 which require in our opinion PIT model
calibrations.
In the following sections we explain the modelling choices and specification, followed up with model
diagnostics, benchmarking, monitoring and annual review.
2 MODELLING CHOICES AND MODEL SPECIFICATION
Generally speaking, we can categorise all PD modelling approaches into two:
i. Direct Calibration to default: Here financial and judgemental input factors are used as explanatory
variables to explain direct default (binary) events. The most common class of such models is
Black-Scholes-Merton style models (Black and Scholes, 1973; Merton, 1974) where proxies of
leverage and volatility are used in some form to predict defaults, e.g. Moody’s KMV model.
Alternatively, reduced form models make use of input data to predict defaults, e.g. Kamakura
models. Another example is use of smoothed default rate associated with agency grade as an
explanatory variable, together with credit cycle index to explain agency’s binary default event.
We call this Agency PIT model and have described it in detail in our previous study (Forest et al
2015)

3

We refer to a model as a PIT PD model if its output is purely Point in Time (assumed or quantified as pure PIT);
and refer to a model as a TTC PD model if its output is purely Through the Cycle (assumed or quantified as pure
TTC). Alternatively, we call as model a Hybrid model if its output is neither fully PIT nor fully TTC. In our study, we
demonstrate that agency ratings in themselves are hybrid indicators of default.
4
We define PIT PDs as estimates which draw on up-to-date, comprehensive information on the related obligors,
and account fully for the future effects of accumulating, systematic and idiosyncratic risk. PIT PDs are supposed to
track closely the temporal fluctuations in default rates (DRs) of large portfolios. We define the PIT PD as the
unconditional expectation of an entity’s probability of default. We define TTC PD as the conditional expectation of
an entity’s probability of default assuming that credit conditions are close to long term average.
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ii. Indirect Calibration to default via grade replication: Here financial and judgemental input factors
are used as explanatory variables to explain default rates or default distances associated with
CRA ratings. One can think of this as two models linked by agency rating. In our experience, this
is a very robust alternative to direct calibration approach in wholesale credit portfolios where
internal default data is scarce, but CRAs offer a wealth of long term default data. We call these
Agency Replication style models.
The model developer first needs to develop the general development dataset with all relevant obligor
information including CRA related information. Such data should be at obligor-year level and Table 1
shows such a typical dataset.
Table 1: Dataset for developing Agency Replication style model
Obligor’s explanatory factors at time t
Agency
Rating
at time
t

CRA Rating and associated DRs, PDs and DDs
CRA
CRA
CRA
Rating
Rating
Rating
TTC PD
PIT PD
Smoothed Default (segment Default (segment
PDs
Distance specific) Distance specific)

Default
5
Distance
(DD)

Liquidity

Profitability

Credit
Cycle Index

2

10%

+0.5

BBB

0.21%

2.859

0.19%

2.899

0.17%

2.929

2.5

5%

+0.3

BB-

1.46%

2.181

1.13%

2.281

1.00%

2.326

3

15%

+0.4

A-

0.10%

3.098

0.09%

3.110

0.08%

3.156

Over the past decade, we have built Agency Replication style models for several portfolios such as Large
Corporate, Banks, Insurance, Broker Dealers, Sovereigns and sub-Sovereign entities and have got AIRB
approval from the regulator using our ‘AERB’ approach. In this discussion however, our comments and
analysis have been generalised so that nothing presented is specific or confidential to the approved
models at the banks we have recently worked for.
In almost all cases we have had 8-10 factors in PD models. The following table summarizes the
availability of data for Agency PIT model, Agency Replication model and an alternative direct to default
model. The richness of data is apparent from such a comparison (Table 2) and in our experience Agency
Replication style models in such cases are much more robust than an alternative direct to default model.
Table 2: Comparison of data availability for various types of models

Portfolio

Data for alternative Direct to Default model

Large Corporates

~100 internal defaults in ~10 years with lower
overall default rate when compared to long
term agency DRs

Banks

~30 internal defaults in ~10 years biased
against large banks and in favour of small
banks when compared to agency default data

Insurance

<5 internal defaults in ~10 years

Data used for
Agency PIT model

Data used for
Agency Replication
model

Hundreds of defaults
over 30+ years,
global coverage,
hundreds of defaults
for segment specific
(Corporate vs
Financial Institutions
vs Sovereign)

Thousands of entity
year data points
with
financial/judgement
al factors and
corresponding
Agency Ratings
leading to

5

We make use of the term Distance to Default (or Default Distance or DD), in context of Merton style PD models.
In Merton model, distance to default is measured as the number of standard deviation of assets that a firm has to
lose before assets hit the default point.
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Portfolio

Data for alternative Direct to Default model

Broker Dealers

<10 internal defaults in ~10 years
<5 internal defaults in ~10 years with lower
overall default rate when compared to long
term agency DRs

Sovereigns
Local Authorities, State
Governments, Counties,
Municipalities, etc

Data used for
Agency PIT model
calibrations

Data used for
Agency Replication
model
robustness of
Agency Replication
model estimates

<20 internal defaults in ~10 years and mostly
disconnected with Sovereign ratings/PDs.

We have developed the Agency Replication class of models within the Point-in-Time (PIT) and Throughthe-Cycle (TTC) dual PD/ratings approach developed and presented in Aguais et al, 2004, 2007; Forest et
al, 2013; Chawla et al 2013. The PIT-TTC framework supports a more detailed analysis of cross-time
variations in agency grades by controlling for systematic credit conditions using the PIT-TTC framework’s
credit cycle indices (CCI). This is extremely important due to the hybrid nature of agency ratings as
demonstrated by Forest et al 2015.
In developing an Agency Replication style model, a model developer faces three choices:
i. The explanatory variable, i.e. obligor’s input variables (Xs),
ii. The dependent variable, i.e. default rate or default distance (Y)
iii. The link function
With regards to the choice of explanatory variables, one can make use of financial data from external
vendors and/or an internal ratings database and judgemental factors from an internal ratings database.
Such explanatory variables can be re-defined based on expert’s preference or ongoing data availability.
Naturally, such factors vary by asset class and one can benchmark the choice with factor selection from
other studies in this area. We broadly agree with choice of explanatory variables in other studies such
Altman and Rijken, 2004; Kamstra et al 2001; Minardi et al. 2007; Mizen and Tsoukas, 2011 etc.
The key value addition of this study however is the choice of the dependent variable. Most studies on
Agency Replication type models make use of ordinal ratings (AAA=1, AA+=2, … ) or similar logic and fit an
ordered logit regression model.
We believe this is not the best approach because the notches are not equidistant in terms of default
behaviour (e.g. there is no meaningful difference in default behaviour in AA+/AA/AA- space). It also
completely ignores the variation of CRA default rates and assumes that a rating means the same DR
behaviour over time.
We recommend the use of forecasted output of the Agency PIT model, i.e. the Point in Time (PIT)
Probability of default (PDs) and associated Default Distance (DD) as the dependent variable for the
Agency Replication style models. Table 3 clarifies the input, outputs and forecasts of this way of
modelling.
Table 3: Model Specification
Class of
Model

Explanatory
Factors

Dependent
Variable

Model Output

Model Development Dataset

Reference
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Direct to
default
model
called
Agency PIT
model
Agency
Replication
style
model

Smoothed DR
corresponding to
Agency Rating
and Credit Cycle
Index only

Obligor's financial
and judgemental
factors

Agency Binary
Default
Indicator (0,1)

Model Output
of Agency PIT
model

PIT PD and DD for a
particular grade and
time. E.g. PIT PD for
BBB grade at 1st Jan
2015 = 0.21%

Agency ratings and default
dataset covering decades and
hundreds of defaults

Forest et al
2015

Agency Replication
PIT and TTC PDs

Co-rated dataset between
firm's or data vendor's and
agency rated world covering
obligor financial/judgemental
factors and agency rating
related information

This study

The exact model specification for the Agency PIT model is described in our previous study (Forest et al
2015). In summary, the Agency PIT model makes use of a smoothed default rate associated with a CRA
rating and credit cycle index as explanatory variables to predict Point in Time (PIT) PD associated with
any associated grade. The agency PIT model is required because agency ratings are hybrid and not
purely PIT or TTC in nature. Our previous study indicates that CRA ratings are 75%-80% TTC in nature.
When we make use of output of the Agency PIT model as a dependent variable for the Agency
Replication model we make sure that we are predicting something which is completely PIT as shown in
equation (1).
Based on this understanding, we can now specify the Agency Replication model as:

 DD + b ⋅ DDGAP
i ,t
I ( i ), R ( i ),t + ΔDDGAPI ( i ), R ( i ),t
PIT _ PDi ,t = Φ −

1 − ρ I ( i ), R ( i )

DDi ,t + b ⋅ DDGAPI ( i ), R ( i ),t + ΔDDGAPI ( i ), R ( i ),t
PIT _ DDi ,t =
1 − ρ I ( i ), R ( i )





(1)

DDi ,t = β 0 + β k ⋅ Fk i ,t
where

PIT PDi,t is the PIT Probability of Default for the ith entity at time t
PIT DDi,t is the PIT Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t
Φ - standard normal cumulative distribution function
DDi,t – company-specific-default distance for ith entity at time t
DDGAPI(i),R(i),t – industry (I) and region (R), credit-cycle index (CCI), at time t. DDGAP is a
quantification of credit condition using PIT-TTC dual ratings approach. It measures how far
an industry or region credit conditions are from its long run average.
∆ DDGAPI(i),R(i),t+1 –change in industry (I) and region (R) credit cycle index (from t to t+1)
b – regression coefficient which denotes the degree of TTC-ness of DDi,t
ρ – correlation factor related to DDGAP
Fki,t – kth factor value for ith entity at time t
β0 – model intercept
βk – regression coefficient for kth factor

We estimate the coefficients (β0, βk and b) of the Agency Replication model by minimizing the sum of
squares the difference between predicted values of PIT DD from Agency Replication model and Agency
Direct model:
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(

A
min
{ SSE = ∑ PIT _ DD i ,t − PIT _ DD i ,t

{ β 0 , β k ,b }

where

)

2

(2)

i

PIT DDi,t is the PIT Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency Replication
model (as described in previous equation)
PIT DDAi,t is the PIT Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency PIT model (as
described in Forest et al 2015)
min function minimises the sum of square errors which are assumed to be normally
distributed

In practice, however, we always see b = 1, i.e. the firm’s financial and judgemental factors are TTC in
nature and credit cycle indices explain all the default behaviour in which case the entire formulation can
be simplified into TTC PD, i.e.

(

A
min
{ SSE = ∑ DD i ,t − TTC _ DD i ,t

{β 0,βk }

where

)

2

(3)

i

DDi,t is the Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency Replication model (as
described in previous equation) = TTC DDi,t when b = 1
TTC DDAi,t is the PIT Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency PIT model
(as described in Forest et al 2015)

To simplify this formulation, even further one can make use of an institution’s existing model’s scores as
an explanatory variable and/or average TTC PDs per CRA rating as the dependent variable. This then
reduces to creating a link function between the existing scores and the average TTC default distance per
CRA rating. The use of simple logistic regression between existing scores and average Agency TTC DDs
would mean the model is as simple as estimation of two coefficients. However, such simplification works
only in certain assumptions and does not provide a clean mechanism for deriving dual PDs.



A
min
{ SSE = ∑  DD i ,t − average (TTC _ DD i ,t ) 
t

{ a 0 , a1 }
i 
DD i ,t
where



1

= Φ 

1
+
exp(
a
+
a
⋅
S
)
0
1
i ,t 


2

(4)

−1

DDi,t is the Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency Replication model , as
a function of existing model’s scores, most probably as a logistic regression.

We do not recommend any further simplification of Agency Replication style models as any further
simplification leads to errors in calibration and interpretation. Some researchers and model developers
do simplify the formulation even further by making use of default rates corresponding to CRA ratings
rather than PIT or TTC PDs, as shown in equation (5) below. In doing so, the Agency PIT model
formulation is not used at all and one simply makes use of associated default rates behind them.
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A
min
{ SSE = ∑  DD i ,t − average ( DR i ,t ) 
{ a 0 , a1 }
i 
t

DD i ,t
where

2



1

= Φ 

1
+
exp(
a
+
a
⋅
S
)
0
1
i
,
t



(5)

−1

DDi,t is the Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency Replication model , as
a function of existing model’s scores, most probably as a logistic regression.

In our experience, this always leads to a bias in estimates. For instance if one builds the model on the
past 6 years of CRA default rate history then there is no recession in it. If one builds on past 10-15 years
of CRA default history then this is biased against larger banks and in favour of larger corporates when
compared to the longer CRA default history. A model making full use of CRA history spanning decades
cannot be built because of lack of commensurate long history of financial assessments and judgmental
factors as explanatory variables for left hand side of the equation. For this reason we strongly
recommend that one makes use of Agency PIT model derived PIT and/or TTC PDs for the development
of Agency Replication style models.
The most important decision that goes into development of Agency Replication model is not the choice
of input variables or the link function but the choice of an appropriate segment in the Agency Direct
model, i.e. the calibration curve appropriate for the portfolio. As we have shown in our previous
research (Forest et al 2015), the calibrations are statistically different for corporates vs financial
institutions and to a certain degree within financial institutions as well.
In the figure below we show how the choice of Agency PIT model’s segment specific TTC PD curve leads
to very different PDs when compared to other segments and the average smoothed DRs. For details of
derivation of such curves, refer Forest et al (2015).
Figure 1: Agency PIT model TTC PDs by segment

3 MODEL DIAGNOSTICS, BENCHMARKING, MONITORING AND REVIEW
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After developing the leading Agency Replication model, the natural next step is to run model diagnostics
and conduct sensitivity analysis. Since Agency Replication style models are based on thousands of data
points over decades of history they are fairly stable. We have seen R2 of 80% (r ~ 90%) for most models.
The next step is to see the model performance on internal default dataset but only if there are sufficient
(at least more than 20 defaults). A challenger internal direct to default model will most of the time
outperform the Agency Replication style model when tested on this small sample of default because the
direct to default model is built on it. However, direct to default models typically underperform on
holdout samples. Hence, we recommend bootstrapping or conducting out of time/out of sample test to
compare performance of Agency Replication style model compared to direct to default model.
In certain cases, the internal default dataset could be enough to draw robust conclusions and could be
very different compared to Agency long term default rates (e.g. defaults in Banking sector in past
decade have been very different compared to the preceding two decades) and hence the Agency
Replication model will definitely underperform. If the credit institution strongly believes that the default
experience of last decade is relevant and they want to develop models based on such experience then
such a situation can be easily remedied by selecting a time segment in the Agency PIT model calibration
curve. We have proposed such calibration in our previous study (Forest et al 2015). Alternatively, one
could take the output of the Agency Replication model default distances and further calibrating them to
internal defaults using a parsimonious formulation, thereby maintaining the relative weights of
explanatory variables and rank ordering behaviour of Agency Replication model but adding an internal
calibration overlay on top. The equation below shows such an internal calibration add-on done
subsequent to Agency Replication step.

(

)

(

INT
INT
max
{ LL = ∑ d i ,t ⋅ ln PIT _ PDi ,t + (1 − d i ,t )⋅ ln 1 − PIT _ PDi ,t
{ a0 , at }

)

i

(

PIT _ PDiINT
= Φ − PIT _ DDiINT
,t
,t

)

(6)

PIT _ DDiINT
= a 0 + a1 ⋅ PIT _ DDi ,t
,t

where

PIT_DDi,t is the Point in Time Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t from Agency
Replication model (as described in previous equations)
PIT_DDi,tINT is the ‘Internal’ Point in Time Distance to Default for the ith entity at time t
derived using the Agency Replication model, PIT_DDi,t by means of a simple linear
transformation in DD space using an intercept and slope coefficient.
a0 = intercept; a1 = slope coefficient; these are estimated empirically by maximinsing log
likelihood based on internal defaults. We test hypothesis of a0 = 0; a1 = 1, to check if
internal calibration is any different from that prescribed by pure Agency Replication model
di,t = default indicator for ith entity at time t

Agency Replication style models are fairly robust and almost nothing changes over a quarter. An annual
review might reveal changes in agency rating methodology or evolution in financial statement data (e.g.
adoption of IFRS accounting standards) which might necessitate adjustments in the model, however
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such changes are rare. In our experience of conducing annual reviews of such models we have rarely
made any changes to such models.
After model implementation, the best way to check ongoing performance of Agency Replication model
is benchmarking of model output with agency ratings. There are likely to be ~100 new ratings per
quarter and commensurate external ratings to compare. The Agency Replication model should be
compared with the appropriate benchmark that is was built on. Any large deviations between internal
and agency ratings should be studied. As a measure of success, one generally thinks that a deviation of 2
or maybe 3 notches is acceptable for individual cases and there should be no significant net overall bias.
One typically creates a co-rated matrix between internal ratings mapped to agency rating scale versus
actual CRA ratings and expects the diagonal to be dominant with 2 or 3 notch deviation around the
diagonal. The typical expectation is shown in Figure 2 where one expects the majority of the population
to be along the light grey diagonal with some individual ratings along either side of diagonal in a
symmetric way so that the net bias is zero.
Figure 2: Co-rated matrix for Model Benchmarking
Credit institution's Internal Rating mapped to S&P Rating scale using internal master scale and S&P TTC PDs
Actual S&P
Grade

AAA

AA+

AA

AA-

A+

A

A-

BBB+

BBB

BBB-

BB+

BB

BB-

B+

B

B-

CCC+

CCC-C

AAA
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BBB+
B
BCCC+
CCC-C

However, in reality, this never happens because of the design of Agency Replication style models. The
net bias is designed to be zero, but the perfect diagonal is not possible is design. Instead we often see
majority entities along the dark grey diagonal, i.e the internal model overpredicts risk compared to CRA
ratings in the highly rated end and underpredicts risk compared to CRA ratings in low rated end. Model
developers should not be surprised with this phenomena and should design tolerance limits by rating
level, e.g. 2 notches in BBB range and 4 notches in AAA and CCC end.
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We present here a simple mathematical proof of why this happens. Consider two rating systems:
DD 1 = µ 1 + ε 1

DD 2 = µ 2 + ε 2

(7)

ε 1 ~ N ( 0, σ 12 )
ε 2 ~ N ( 0, σ 22 )
where

DD1 and DD2 are two Default Distance based rating assessments.
μ is the mean DD and ε is the variation which has a very different interpretation depending
if the rating system is PIT or TTC or hybrid.

If the two systems are equally calibrated (for instance in Agency Replication style model by design), then
μ1 = μ2 = μ. Further assume that the two systems are correlated with a parameter ρ, which means we can
define the bivariate normal distribution as:


σ
Pr( DD 1 / DD 2 = x ) = N  µ + 1 .ρ .( x − µ ), (1 − ρ 2 )σ 12 
(8)
σ2


A big driver of this distribution is ratio of variances. In case of Agency Replication model, the variance of
prediction is smaller when compared to variance in output of Agency PIT model, generally because of
the estimation process as a regression equation even with high R2 ~ 80%. But even if we assume σ1 = σ 2 =
σ, the bivariate normal distribution reduces to
Pr( DD1 / DD 2 = x ) = N µ + ρ .( x − µ ), (1 − ρ 2 )σ 12
(9)
⇒ E (DD1 / DD 2 = x ) = ρ ⋅ x + µ (1 − ρ )
Clearly,

(

)

E (DD1 / DD 2 = x ) = x , when x = µ

E (DD1 / DD 2 = x ) > x , when x < µ

(10)

E (DD1 / DD 2 = x ) < x , when x > µ
This simply means that the when compared to agency ratings, the Agency Replication model will over-predict
risk at low risk end and under-predict risk at high risk end. Simply speaking the Agency Replication model
cannot create as many AAA and CCC-C grades purely based on financial and judgemental data when
compared to actual CRA ratings. This effect reduces greatly if CRA judgemental factors are baked into the
Agency Replication model and the model is estimated effectively. Since a historical dataset of such CRA
judgemental factors is not possible, this would involve assigning sufficiently powerful coefficients to CRA
judgemental factors in Agency Replication model, something which regulators would not approve easily.
4 MODEL USAGE
The model as described should preferably be used in a PIT/TTC dual PD/ratings framework. In our opinion,
both European and US regulators dislike the use of agency ratings as a primary driver and prefer internal
assessments of credit risk. However, the Agency Replication model structure is used to derive the relative and
absolute risk assessment due to rich default history. We have developed several models using this approach
and have obtained AIRB waivers (post financial crisis); hence this is a tested approach. The resulting models’
TTC PDs are used to drive Regulatory Capital Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) calculation and PIT PDs used for
benchmarking.
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In our experience, credit officers at the higher end of wholesale credit lending view credits in a 'ratings'
framework. This may or may not be enshrined in a credit institution’s credit policies but is definitely
embedded in credit practice and processes. A credit institution’s credit lending policy could be based on PIT
or TTC ratings – either way the Agency Replication model provides such outputs for credit decision making. In
our experience, Agency Replication style models serve as primary models in a credit institution, with Agency
PIT based models used for benchmarking of output. This can either be done on a PIT basis or a TTC basis but
must be done consistently. For this reason, we highly recommend, developing Agency Replication and Agency
PIT style models in a consistent PIT-TTC framework.

5 SUMMARY
The use of credit rating agency (CRA) ratings in a credit institution’s lending practices has been severely
criticised since the financial crisis. Recent studies also show biases in benchmarks created using CRA long
term default history. Despite criticisms and regulatory constraints, CRA rating and default time series is a
rich source of data and is a leading choice for building models where internal data is not sufficient to
build direct to default models. In this paper, we proposed a class of Agency Replication style models
which makes use of the entity’s financial and judgemental information as the explanatory variable and
Agency PIT model’s PIT and/or TTC PD output as the dependent variable.
We have provided a full formulation of such a model built in PIT-TTC framework and motivated the
reasoning for developing it within the PIT-TTC framework. Development of an integrated, dual ratings
approach is the only way in our experience that multiple regulatory objectives, for capital driven by TTC
measures and stress testing and IFRS9 driven by PIT measures – can be consistently and accurately
supported.
We then demonstrate some commonly made simplifications to the model based on reasonable
assumptions. We show how use of agency default rate information instead of Agency PIT model PIT/TTC
PDs as dependent variable can introduce biases. We shared our experience of building models for
portfolios such as Large Corporates, Banks and Insurance. Such models received Advanced Internal
Ratings Based (AIRB) approval and hence we colloquially call them Advanced External Ratings Based
(‘AERB’) models.
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